Angular induction as a function of the length and position of segments and gaps.
The perceptual distortions which are manifested in the Poggendorff illusion can be studied with the use of a more restricted set of stimulus elements. Experiments were designed in which angular induction effects between two line elements, known respectively as the test segment and induction segment, were evaluated. In some stimulus configurations the induction 'segment' consisted of a tandem pair of segments. Previous studies had shown that the induction segment will bias operant judgments of collinearity for a test segment, this effect being a function of the relative angle between the two. Six experiments are reported, in which the length and position of segments in relation to the tip of the test segment were varied. It was found that substantial induction is produced by a very short segment, and that this can bias judgment even when its displacement spans more than 10 deg of visual angle. Several aspects of the data suggest that the strength of effect is a log-linear function of segment position. However, the results from displacement of single or tandem segments do not conform to predictions based on length/response summation, and thus do not support a linear-systems approach. Neural substrates for these interactions are given brief attention.